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Abstract 
In this paper, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the generalized Bessel polynomials yn(z; a). Let z = ~/(n + 1 ). 
We first derive infinite asymptotic expansions for yn(z;a) when ~ lies in various regions of the complex plane, except 
when ~ is near + i. Then we construct uniform asymptotic expansions for yn(z; a) in neighborhoods of ~ =-4-i. These 
expansions involve the Airy function and its derivative. Finally, we use these approximations to study the asymptotic 
behavior of the zeros of yn(z; a) near ~ = i. 
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I. Introduction 
General ized Bessel polynomials are defined explicitly by 
k=0 
where a is a real number, (~)0 = 1 and (~)k = ~(c~ + 1) . . -  (~ + k - 1 ) for k >1 1. In hypergeometr ic 
notation, we have 
y , (z ;a )= 2Fo(-n,a + n - 1; -½x).  
These polynomials  satisfy the second order linear differential equation 
zZy '' + (az + 2)y '  - n(n + a - 1)y= 0, 
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and have the integral representation 
1 u "+"-2 1 +- -  e-Udu. 
y,(z; a) = F(n - a + 1 ) (1.1) 
A generating function for these polynomials is given by 
(1 - 2tz) -1/2 ~[1 + (1 - 2tz) l/2] exp z 
= ~ Yk~a)tk.  
k=O 
(1.2) 
The importance of these polynomials is realized in (1949) when Krall and Frink [6] found its 
connection with the wave equation in spherical coordinates. At about the same time, Thomson 
[10] also independently discovered these polynomials in his study of electrical networks. For a 
historical survey and discussion of many interesting properties, we refer to the definitive book by 
Grosswald [5]. 
In the present paper, we are only concerned with the asymptotics of these polynomials. In 1962, 
Doc6v proved that 
24n + O(n-2) , (1.3) 
holding uniformly on compact z-plane excluding the origin. In a review of Grosswald's book, 
Wimp [12] remarked that "What are lacking are uniform asymptotic estimates valid near z =0". 
Wimp's remark prompted us to reconsider the asymptotic behavior of yn(z; a) as n ~ cxz. Another 
motivation for our study came from an open problem listed in the Appendix of [5], which asks the 
two-term expansion in (1.3) be developed into a complete asymptotic series. 
A reason for the interest in the behavior of yn(z; a) for z near the origin is that zeros of these 
polynomials all lie in a neighborhood of z = 0. For instance, it is known that for a >_-2, all zeros 
zn, k(a) of y,(z; a) lie in the semi-annulus defined by the inequalities 
2 2 
~< [z,,~(a) I ~< Rezn, k(a) <0; (1.4) 
n(n+a- -  l) n+a- -  1' 
see [5, p. 82]. From (1.4), it is readily seen that the domain of validity of the two-term expansion in 
(1.3) does not contain the most interesting region where all the zeros are located. For more recent 
information concerning the zeros of these polynomials, we refer to [4, 2, l]. 
It has been long recognized that the generalized Bessel polynomials are closely related to the Pad6 
approximants o eZ; see, e.g., [5]. In the last of a series of papers on the zeros and poles of Pad6 
approximants o e z, Saff and Varga [9] investigated the asymptotic behavior of the integral 
f0 °~ I,(t) = e-U(u + t)"uVt")du 
f0 °~3 = In + v(n)] "+'~"~+1 e I"+v~n~lh~u'"~ du (1.5) 
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as n---~c~, where f in) is a function of n, r l=t/(n + v(n)) and 
n v(n) 
h (u ,q )=h(u)= - u + -------7~, log(u + r/) + -------v~. log u. (1.6) 
n+ vtn ) n+ v~n) 
From the integral representation (1.1), it is evident hat the result of Saff and Varga can be applied 
directly to the generalized Bessel polynomials. To describe their result, we assume that the limit 
v(n) 
lim - -=o% 0<rr<oc ,  (1.7) 
n ~*  :x )  F /  
exists, and define two complex numbers t+ and tg- by 
t{=[ (1 -a )+2v~i ] / ( l+r r )=exp ±±cos-1 l - -~a . (1.8) 
Note that these numbers have modulus unity. Consider the complex plane C slit along the two rays 
R~ = {t: t=t+ +iv  or t=t  7 - i v ,  z>~0}. (1.9) 
Saff and Varga proved that for tEC \({0} U R~), the asymptotic behavior of I,(t) is given by one 
of the following three formulas: 
l ,(t) = [n + v(n)] "+v(")+l I+(r/), (1.10) 
1,(t) = [n q- v(n)] "+v(n)+' /,-(r/), (1.11) 
l ,(t) = [n + v(n)] "+v(")+l {I+(q) + I,-(q)}, (1.12) 
where 
U(rl)  = e-I.+v(.)J.~(,)[u:~(n ) + ,]" 
2~ '/2 el°± {1+0(  1 )}  (1.13) 
x [n + v(n)]h"(u±(q), tl) n + -v(n) ' 
u+(~/) - -  ½[1 - r/± g(r/)] (1 .14)  
are the two saddle points of the phase function h(u, tl) in (1.6), 
g(q) = { 1 + q2 _ D1 n - v(n) ;1/2 
--T~v(n) J ' (1.15) 
0 J- = ½[~ - argh"(u+(tl),q)]. (1.16) 
The O-symbol in (1.13) is uniform with respect o z in any compact subset of C\({0}UR~). Although 
this result of Saff and Varga is sufficient for their investigation of the location of zeros and poles 
of the Pad4 approximants o e z, the information provided by (1.10)-(1.12) is still incomplete as far 
as the generalized Bessel polynomials are concerned. The reason is that for z in a given region of 
the complex plane C, it does not specify exactly which of these three formulas holds. Furthermore, 
the region of validity, so far established, excludes the rays R~. If Zni(a) denote the zeros of y,(z; a) 
with the largest real part in the upper and lower half of the z-plane, then, as we shall see later 
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(Section 4), the limits of t~(a)=2/z~(a), as n--~ 2 ,  belong to R1 (In the case of the generalized 
Bessel polynomials, a= 1 in (1.7) and t=2/z in (1.5).) Thus, regions close to the rays R1 should 
be of great interest in the study of the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of y,(z; a). 
In this paper, we shall first derive infinite asymptotic expansions for y,(z; a), which hold uni- 
formly for (n + 1)z---~ bounded away from ct = + i. (Note that when ~ is finite, z tends to zero.) 
Then, we shall construct uniform asymptotic expansions for y,(z; a) in neighborhoods of ~ = + i. 
These expansions involve the Airy function and its derivative. Finally, we shall use these uniform 
approximations to study the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of y,(z; a) near ct = i. 
2. Expansions of y~(z; a) in domains not containing 0 and +i/(n + 1 ) 
From the generating function in (1.2), we have the integral representation 
I 2xi , z t n+l' 
where C' is a closed contour enclosing t = 0, but not t = 1/2z. Let (= (1 -2tz) U2 and ~ = (n + 1 )z. 
Then, the above equation becomes 
yn(z;a)= - 2a-ln!(2z)~el/Z~ i g(()e(~+l)f(c'~)d(, (2.1) 
where C is the image of C', i.e., a closed curve in the (-plane enclosing ( = 1 but excluding ( = O, 
g(() =(1 +  )2-a (2.2) 
and 
f ( ( ,  c t )= - -( - l og( l  - (2).  (2 .3 )  
c~ 
In the following, we shall first discuss in detail the phase function f ( ( ,~) ,  and then use the 
classical method of steepest descent o find the asymptotic expansions of yn(z; a). Due to the fact 
that ~ is a complex parameter, the problem is considerably more complicated than it would be 
otherwise. Since yn(~; a )= y,(z; a), we may without loss of generality restrict our attention to the 
upper half of the complex z-plane. 
2.1. Properties of f ( ( ,7)  
The phase function f ( ( ,  ~) has only two saddle points 
- 1 ,  
i.e., zeros of the derivative Of/O(. We cut the complex a-plane along the rays 
f+----{0~: ~----+iz, z~>l}. 
On the edges of the cut F +, we define 
1 =+ivY-  1, 
(2 .4 )  
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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where ~=0++ iz and z~> 1. When ~=i ,  the two saddle points ~±(~) coincide, and we have 
f f+( i )=f f_( i )= - i. The following result gives some idea about the locations of  ff±(a) in the 
~-plane. 
Lemma 1. For ~ in the upper half of the cut plane, we have 
- l-rt ~< arg ~+(~) ~<0, 2 -rt~< arg(_(~)~< - i 
Proof. Let ~ = a + ib, b > 0. Then 
x /~+ 1=(1  +a2-b  2 +i2ab)l/2=(V/(1 + a2-  b2) 2 +4a2b2ei°) ~/2, 
where 0 = arg(1 + a z - b 2 + i2ab). Clearly, if 1 + a 2 - b 2 = 0 then 0 = + ~,  depending on whether 
a is positive or negative. Otherwise, 
( 2ab a2 
arctan if 1+ -b  z>0,  +~5-_  1 b 2 
I 2ab a2 
0= ] r t+arc tan~ b2 if 1+ -b2<0 and a>0,  
I 2ab a2 
( -~+arctan~-~Sa2- - -b2  if 1+ -b2<0 and a<0.  
In the case when 1 + a 2 -b2> 0, straightforward calculation shows 
Rex /~ + 1 = [(1 + a 2 - b2)  2 + 4a2b2]l/acoslO 
1 _bZ)2+4a2bZ+( l+a 2 b2 ) 
- , /5  (1 +a2 - > lal, 
and 
I lmx/~ + I I = [(1 + a 2 - b2) z + 4a2b2]l/41sin½0 I 
{ 1 b2)2 a2 -x /~ v/(l +a 2 -  +4a2b 2 - (1+ -b  2) <~b. 
Hence, Re ~+(~) ~> 0, Im ~+(c~) < 0, Re ~_(e) ~< 0 and Im ~_(~) ~< 0. The other cases are proved in a 
similar manner. [] 
The next result concerns some special curves in the complex a-plane, which will be used later in 
the discussion. 
Lemma 2. Each of the equations 
Re f(~+, ~) = Re f (~_ ,  ~), 
Im .f((+, 0~) = Im f (~_ ,  ~) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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determines three solution curves in the neighborhood of ~ = i. The argument of  the tangent lines 
to these curves at ~ = i are 4-~, +½~ and +~Tt. In the neighborhood of ~ = O, Eq. (2.8) 9ires two 
solution curves, both of  which have horizontal tanoent lines. 
Proof. Let 
(p(a) _= f(~+, a) - f(~_, ~) 
= + log(v~ + 1 - e) + 17 . (2.9) 
In the neighborhood of c~ = i, we have 
~0(~) = -4(1 + i)(~ - i) 3/2 + O{(~ - i) 2 } 
(2.10) 
-~ _ 4 v/~r3/2 ei(=/4+ 30/2 ) q_ O(r  2 ), 
3 
where c~ = i+  re i°. Eq. (2.7) is equivalent to Re ~o(~)= 0. Hence 
cos(¼  + 30) + O(r =0. 
Letting r--o 0, one readily sees that the tangent lines to the curves defined by (2.7) have arguments 
given by 0 = gn,l -~7rl and -gTr.7 Similarly, Im ~o(a)= 0 yields 
sin(¼~ + 30) + O(r m) = 0. 
Thus, the tangent lines to the curves defined by (2.8) have arguments given by 0= - gn,~ ~1 and 
5 In the neighborhood of a- -0,  we have 
1 
Writing ~ = a + ib, equation (2.8) leads to b = 1 2 g~a + o(a2). Clearly, for each value of b, there are 
two values of a, i.e., near the origin there are two solution curves, and the tangent lines to these 
curves are horizontal. [] 
Let G,C2 and C3 denote the solution curves determined by Eq. (2.7), and let F1,F2 and F3 
denote the solution curves determined by Eq. (2.8). These curves are depicted in Fig. 1 below. 
Note that the curves F~,F2 and F3 divide the upper half of the a-plane into three regions R~,R2 
and R3. 
2.2. Steepest descent paths of  the phase function 
In this subsection, we shall discuss the steepest descent paths of the phase function f ( ( ,  ~) in (2.3). 
As we shall see later, there are three types of such curves, corresponding to the three regions R1,R2 
and R3 in Fig. 1. By a steepest path of f ( ( ,~)  through the saddle point (+(or (_), we shall mean 
a curve in the l-plane passing through (+(or (_) along which Imf ( ( ,~)  remains constant. If Re 
f ( ( ,  ~) decreases when ( moves away from the saddle point along a steepest path in both directions, 
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Fig. 1. Solution curves of (2.7) and (2.8). 
then that path is called a steepest descent path. Otherwise, it is called a steepest ascent path. For a 
more detailed discussion of this topic, we refer to [13, pp. 84-90]. Put ~ = a + ib and ~ = x + iy. 
Then (2.3) gives 
ay - bx ~2 
Imf (~,~) -  ~5 ~b 2 arg(1 - ). 
Now, let ~ tends to infinity along a steepest path F. The last equation shows that the slope of r 
approaches b/a; i.e., the direction of F is approximately equal to that of the line segment from the 
origin to the point ~. 
First, we consider a few special values of ~, namely, when c~ is real or purely imaginary. The 
steepest descent paths in these cases are shown in Fig. 2(a)-(f). The dotted lines in these figures 
are used to indicate that these curves are on a different Riemann surface. 
Next, we consider the general case. Let ~ = C~l be a point in the region R1 depicted in Fig. 1, and 
let 71 be a curve connecting cq to -1  and completely contained in R1. In Fig. 2(f), it is shown that 
when ~=-1 ,  the contour F+(~) embraces the contour F_(c¢). Since Imf(~+,~) ¢ Imf(~_ ,~)  as 
moves from -1  to ~1, contour F+(~I ) must also embrace contour F_(~1). Thus the two curves 
F+(~) and F_(~) are as depicted in Fig. 3. 
Similarly, if ~2 is a point in the region R2, then we let 72 be a curve in R2 which connects ~2 
to i/2. When ~ = i/2, it is shown in Fig. 2(d) that contours F+ and F_ are seperate from each 
other. Hence, by the same argument as above, F+(~2) and F_(~2) are seperate from each other; see 
Fig. 4. If ~3ER3, then we choose a curve 73 in R3 connecting ~3 to 1. Since F_(1) embraces F+(1), 
by the same reasoning, we also have F_(~3) embracing F+(c~3); see Fig. 5. 
Finally, if ~ lies on the curves F1 and F3 in Fig. 1, then Imf (~+,~)=Imf(~_ ,~) ,  and hence the 
saddle points ~+ and ~_ lie on each others steepest path; see Figs. 6 and 7. 
To obtain the asymptotic expansions of the generalized Bessel polynomials, we need one more 
preliminary result concerning the slopes of the steepest descent paths at the saddle points. 
Lemma 3. The curves defined by the equation 
1+~2+ 
Im --0 (2.11) (1 - -  ~:+)2 
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Fig. 2. (a) Steepest descent paths, when ~=a>0 (here, 
0<~+<1 and~_<l ) .  
t 
~ t I 
i 
i 
i 
~+ 
Fig 2. (b) Steepest descent path, when ~ = 0-  + ib and 
b > 1 (here, (± = i ( -b  ~ v /~ - 1)). 
i 
;i 
i 
i 
i 
t 
/ 
i I 
/ 
Fig. 2. (c) Steepest descent path, when ~ = 0 + + ib and 
b > I (here, if± = i ( -b  4- v /~ - 1 )). 
Fig. 2. (d) Steepest descent paths, when c~=ib and 
0<b< 1 (here, (±= icos0- i s in0 ,  0= sin-l b). 
divide the upper half of  the a-plane into two parts K1 and 1£2 as shown in Fig. 8. Put 
1 +~+ 
o'+(~) = Re(1  _ ~'z+)2 and 
l +~Z+ 
z+(~)  = Im(1  _ ~.2+)2" 
I f  k+(~) denotes the slope of the steepest descent path at the saddle point ~+, then 
~+(~) {/-~+(~,)/ +1) ' ~Cxl' 
k+(~)  = 1 /2  
-c+(~) [ -c+(~) J + I , ~ ~/,;~. 
(2 .12)  
(2 .13)  
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i 
i 
r+ fl' 
i 
t 
i 
/ 
i 
Fig. 2. (e) Steepest descent path, when ~=i  (here, 
(j: = -i). 
2 
r _ ~  
j )  ;- S 
Fig. 2. (f) Steepest descent paths, when ct = a < 0 (here, 
- l  < (_ < O and (+ > l). 
F+ 
Fig. 3. Steepest descent paths F+ and F_, when ~ ERI. 
Similarly, the curves defined by the equation 
1 +~2_ 
Im(1 _ (2_)2 - 0 (2 .14)  
divide the upper half of the o~-plane into two parts K[ and K~ as shown in Fig. 9. If k_(ot) denotes 
the slope of the steepest descent path at the saddle point ~_, then 
+ L v-(~) / -+-l} , ~K[ ,  
k_(~) = 
l }"= [v_(a) J +1  , uEK~.  
(2.15) 
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F 
Fig. 4. Steepest descent paths F+ and F_, when ct C R2. 
F 1 I
- - /  
i 
i 
1 I
I I 
i t 
i 
1 I
i I 
Fig. 5. Steepest descent paths F+ and F_, when ct E R3. 
F+ 
\ _ _ j  
;÷ 
Fig. 6. Steepest descent paths, when c~ E F3. 
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F 
F+ S t ttt i 
S 
Fig. 7. Steepest descent paths, when a E F1. 
2/,/~ K 2 
1 
Fig. 8. Regions KI and K2 in the a-plane. 
Fig. 9. Regions K~ and K~ in the a-plane. 
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where 
1+~ ~_ 
~_(e) Re(1 _ ~2_ )2 
Proof. Let 
~+(e)  = 
and r _ (e )=Im 1 +(~_  (1 - ~2_)2" (2.16) 
1+;  2 v~+l  
(1 - (2)2 - -  2e2(V/-~ + 1 - e)" (2.17) 
Clearly, ~u+(a)= a+(e)+ iz+(e). When e E ~ or e = 0 + +ib  with b > 1, it is readily seen from (2.6) 
that Im ~+(e)= 0. Let ~0 = i2/x/3, and expand ~u+(e) into a Taylor series at ~0. (The reason for 
looking at the point i2/x/3 will become apparent later in the proof.) For e on the left-hand side of 
the imaginary axis, the result is 
7J+(e) = -0.125 - 0.84374991(e - e0) 2 + O{(e - Co)3}. 
Hence, in the neighborhood of e0 on the left-hand side of the imaginary axis, Eq. (2.14) has another 
solution curve, in addition to the one along the imaginary axis, whose slope at ~0 is zero. For e on 
the right-hand side of the imaginary axis, the Taylor expansion of 7~+(e) at e0 is 
~u+(e) = 0.375 - 1.299038103i(e - e0) + O{(e - e0)2}, 
from which it follows that the only solution curve of Eq. (2.14) in the neighborhood of e0 on the 
right half plane is the imaginary axis. On the other hand, in the neighborhood of the origin, we have 
the Laurent expansion 
~,(e)  = ~ + o . 
Hence, in the neighborhood of e=0 in the upper half of the a-plane, gq. (2.14) has two solution 
curves; one is the real axis, and the other has a vertical tangent at e = 0. The curves defined by 
Eq. (2.14) are depicted in Fig. 8. These curves divide the upper half of the a-plane into two parts 
Kz and K2. 
In the neighborhood of the saddle point ~+, the phase function f(~, e) has the Taylor expansion 
1 +C~+ 
f(~, ~)= f(~+, e )+ (~ _ ~+)2 + O{(~ - ~+)3}. (2.18) 
(1 - ~+)2 
Note that the coefficient of the second term on the right-hand side is exactly the function 7J+(e) 
defined in (2.17). From (2.18), it can be easily shown that the slopes of the steepest paths at (+ are 
k+(e) - r+(e~ Lr+(e)J + 1 . (2.19) 
To decide which sign we should choose, we let e = -z  + ib (b > 1 ) and expand ~+(e) into a Taylor 
series at e0 = 0- + lb. The result is 
[ b2-2+bx/~-I ] v/-~ - 1 1 - i s+. . .  
tP+(e) = 2b2(~ - ~ + b)  b(b 2 ~ 1-) " 
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(Here, E is a small parameter.) Since Y+(a) = o+(a) + ir+(a), the last equation gives 
a+(a) --_z - b(b2 - 1) 
r+(a) 
1 (b>l). 
b2-2+bd-E 
(2.20) 
The denominator has only one real zero, and it occurs at b = 2/d?. (Note that -2/& is not a zero.) 
From (2.20) it is easily seen that o+(~)/r+(a) is negative when b > 2/a, and that o+(a)/z+(a) 
is positive when 1 < b < 2/d. We recall that the slope of the steepest descent path at c+ is zero, 
when c( lies on the left edge of the cut (i.e., when a = O- + ib with b > 1); see Fig. 2(c). Hence, 
we must choose + sign in (2.19) when b>2/& and - sign in (2.19) when 1 <b <2/v?. Since 
the slope of the steepest descent path at the saddle point c+ depends continuously on CI in the upper 
half of the cut a-plane, we must continue to choose + sign in (2.19) when a E Ki, and - sign in 
(2.19) when a~ K2. This establishes (2.13). The result for k_(a) in (2.15) is proved in a similar 
manner, thus completing the proof of Lemma 3. 0 
2.3. Asymptotic expansions of yn(z; a) 
Let c( be a point in the upper half of the a-plane bounded away from i and 0, and let c( = (n + 1 )z. 
For c( in different regions R,, R2 and R3 depicted in Fig. 1, we shall show that yn(z; a) has different 
asymptotic expansions. 
Case I: UER~. Returning to (2.1), we put 
(2.21) 
where C is a closed curve in the c-plane enclosing 5 = 1 but not 5 = 0. By Cauchy’s theorem, 
g( 5) e(“+’ )f(i,u) d[, 
where the contours r+ and r- are shown in Fig. 3 and both oriented in the counterclockwise 
direction. (It should be pointed out that the cuts in Fig. 3 are for the phase function f(i, a), and not 
for the function e(n+‘)f(RX) which is analytic and single-valued for all c.) Using the steepest descent 
method [13,p. 841, we obtain 
m(cc> 7ci N 1 e(n+l)fK+,a) 9 Ci,+’ r s + k 
( > 
(n + 1)-s-(“2) 
s=o 
_ 1 e(n+l)SLa 
7ci 
F ($) r s + i (n + 1)-s-(1’2), 
s=o ( > 
where the coefficients CL and C,; can be found in [13, p. 901. In particular, we have 
s(i+> 
c(+) = JZ[-f”([+, a)]‘/2 
di- > 
0 and CA-) = &[-f”([_,a)]“2’ 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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where the branches of the square roots are chosen to satisfy 
1 < arg " 3 ~rt f (~+, a) + 2 arctan k±(a) < ~,  
k±(a) being the slopes of the steepest descent path at ~±; see [13, p. 90]. 
Case Ih a ER2 UR3. From (2.21), we have by Cauchy's theorem 
In(a) = ~ i  9(~) e(n+l)f((+'~) d(, (2.24) 
where the contour F+ is shown either in Fig. 4 or in Fig. 5. The method of steepest descent hen 
gives 
1 ~ (~)  
In(a)~ ~ e(n+l)f(¢+'~) E g'(+) I" ~2s S+ (n + l ) -s-(1/2) , (2.25) 
71:1 s=0 
where C + is as given in (2.23). 
Expansion (2.25) also holds when a lies on the curves/'3 and/"1. This can be seen from Figs. 6 
and 7, respectively. If a lies on F2, then we can see from Figs. 2(b) and (c) that the contribution 
to the asymptotic expansion of In(a) comes from either ~_ or ~+, depending on whether a is on 
the left or right edge of the cut. In both cases, the path of integration begins at +ice, travels along 
the positive imaginary axis and the right half of the parabola, and passes through both saddle points 
~+ and ~_. (Simple calculation also shows that f (~+,a)<f (~_ ,  a) when a lies on the left edge 
of the cut and f (~+,a)>f (~_ ,a )  when a lies on the right edge of the cut.) Since ~+(0-+ib)= 
G_(0 + + ib )= i ( -b -  Vcb -~- 1 ) for b> 1, expansion (2.25) holds for a lying on both sides of the cut. 
(This is consistant with the fact that the fimction In(a) is analytic and single-valued in the upper 
half of the a-plane.) We summarize the above results in the following theorem. 
Theorem A. Let a=(n + 1 )z and/-/+={a E C: Im a >~ 0, a # 0, and a # i}. For a E rt +, the 9eneral&ed 
Bessel polynomials have the asymptotic expansions 
21-a 
- n--T-(2z)-n e -1/~ yn(z; a) 
1 e(,+l)f(C+,~ )  t-,(+) F s + (n + 1 )-s-(1/2) 
ex* " "7  "~ 2s  
~1 s=0 (1) 1 e(n+l)f(¢_,~)~-]C~)F s+ (n+ 1) -s-0/2), (2.26) 
rti s=0 
i f  a C R1, and 
21-a 
- - - (2z )  -n  e - l / z  y.(z; a) 
n! 
~'~ --7 e(n+l )f(~+'~) E t'-'(+) C "-'2s s+ (n+l )  -s-(l/2) (2.27) 
KI s=O 
I faER2UR3,  or aEFg, i=  1,2,3. 
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If ~ lies on the negative real-axis then expansion (2.26) takes a slightly different form, in view 
of the cut from ~ = 1 to ~ = oe along the positive real axis (see Fig. 2(f)). By deforming the closed 
contour C in (2.21) into the steepest descent path in Fig. 2(f), we have by the steepest-descent 
method [13, pp. 84-94] 
I,(c~) ~ --hi e("+l)f-(~+'~) A_~X-" C (+)_,k F (n + l)  -(k+l)/2 
k=0 
-k- e (n+Df+(~+':0 Z ~(+) /~ k 1 "-' ,t - -  (n+l )  -(k+l)/2 
k=0 
s+ (n+l )  -s-('/2) , (2.2a) 
s=0 
where f+(~, e) and f_(~, ~) denote, respectively, the values of f(~, c~) on the upper and lower edge 
of the cut, and where 
C(+) g(~+) C (+) g(~+) (2.29) -,o = 23/2[_f2(~+, 0¢)]1/2 , +,0 = 23/2[__f~(~+, 00]1/2, 
and Co(-) is given as in (2.23). Note that other than f(~, c~) itself, all its derivatives are single-valued. 
Hence, in particular, f~(~+, c~)= f'_'(~+,c0, i.e., C (+) = C (-~ On the upper and lower edges of the - ,0  +,0  • 
cut, we choose arg (~ - 1) to be equal to 0 and 2n, respectively. With -1  = e -~, we thus obtain 
f+(~+, c~) - c~ - v /~ + 1 log(2c~ 2 - 2c~v~ + 1 ) + in, (2.30) 
and 
f_(~+,~) _ ~-  ~ 1  log(2~ 2- 2~x/~+ 1) -  in, (2.31) 
c~ 
The logarithmic term in (2.30) and (2.31) is real. 
An entirely analogous result can be derived for I,(~), in the case when ~ lies on the positive 
real-axis. 
When z=~/(n  + 1) is finite and bounded away from zero, it can be verified that the results (2.26) 
and (2.27) reduce to that of Doce,~ given in (1.3). 
3. Uniform asymptotic expansions 
When ~ approaches i, the two saddle points ~+ and ~_ coalesce at ~- - - i ,  and f " ( (+,~)= 
f"(~_,  ~)=0.  As a result, the coefficients C~- and C O in (2.23) become infinite, and the expansions 
(2.22) and (2.25) fail to hold. In this section, we shall show that by using the method of Chester, 
Friedman and Ursell, we can construct an asymptotic expansion for I,(~) which holds uniformly 
for ~ in a neighborhood of i. For a discussion of this method, see, e.g., [8, pp. 351-357] or [13, 
pp. 366-372]. 
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In a neighborhood of ~ = - i ,  the phase function f(~, ~) has the Taylor expansion 
+i  . . . .  
This suggests that we make the cubic change of variable 
1 3 -A2(cQu+B(~) .  (3.1) = 
To make the mapping ~ ~ u one-to-one and analytic, saddle points ~± of f (~,~) must correspond 
to the saddle points u± = 5:A(t)  of the cubic polynomial on the right-hand side of (3.1). Thus we 
set 
- (+ - log(1 - ~2+1 _ u3+ A2(otlu+ +B(~) ,  
3 
u 3 
-~- - - log(1 -~2_) - -  - A2(~)u_ +B(~). 
3 
Solving these equations for A(~) and B(~), we obtain 
A3(cQ = + log(- ie  + i ~2v@-+-i ) , (3.2) 
B(~) = 1 - log(2c~i). (3.3) 
A comparison of (3.2) with (2.9) gives 
A3(0~) = 3 -~[ f (~+,  ~)  - f (~_ ,  ~)] = - 3~0(,) .  (3 .4 )  
The mapping 
~---+/2 = A3(~) (3.5) 
takes the three curves FI, /'2 and F3 in Fig. 1 to the real axis in the/2-plane. With the aid of (2.10), 
it is also readily seen that the transformation (3.5) maps the regions RI, R2 and R3 in Fig. 1 into 
three half planes; see Fig. 10 below, where the point O = 0 corresponds to ~ = i, and 
R~ = {/2: -2 rc<arg /2<-re} ,  R2 = {/2: - r~<argO<0},  R3 = {/2: 0<arg/2<rc}. 
/ o \ 
F3 R 2 
F 2 
Fig. 10. O-plane. 
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Fig. 11. Regions RI, R2 and R3 in the A(~)-plane. 
Taking the cubic root 
= 5 + log( - i0¢+i~)  , (3.6) 
the regions RI,R2, and R3 become as shown in Fig. 11. 
The functions A(~) and B(~) in (3.6) and (3.3) are univant in the upper half of the a-plane 
cut along the ray F + in (2.5). By a theorem of Chester, Friedman and Ursell [3], the mapping 
(3.1) has exactly one branch u = u((,~) which is uniformly regular for small ] (+ i  I and I~-i[, 
and on this branch, the points ( = (+ correspond to u = +A(~),  respectively. Furthermore, for 
near i, the correspondence (~ u is one-to-one. Hence, we recall that under a one-to-one analytic 
transformation, steepest descent paths are mapped into steepest descent paths; cf. [11]. We first 
investigate the steepest descent paths passing through the two saddle points of the cubic function 
F(u,A) = ~ul 3 _ A2(~)u +B(7) .  Clearly, there are three directions in which the exponential function 
exp{(n + 1 )F(u,A)} decays most rapidly, namely, arg u = i l ~n , -~n and n. A steepest descent path F 
passing through a saddle point is said to be of type A1, if it tends to infinity in the two directions 
i . it is said to be of type A2, if the directions of F tend to +½n. Similarly, arg u = - n and arg u = - ~ n,
1 andargu n. we said that F is of  type A3, if it tends to infinity in the two directions arg u = gn = 
There are also three directions in which exp{(n + 1)F(u,A)} grows most rapidly; one is along the 
positive real axis, and the other arg u = +2n. A steepest ascent path passing through a saddle point 
is said to be of type B1, if it tends to infinity in the two directions argu = ±~n; it is said to be of 
type B2, if it tends to infinity along the rays arg u = 0 and arg u = 2n; it is of  type B3, if it ends at 
2 infinity in the directions arg u = 0 and arg u = - ~n. 
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0 / 
A(Ot) ~ ' " ,  , 
i 
7 
i 
/ 
t t 
Fig. 12. The u-plane. 
Lemma 4. Divide the complex A-plane into three regions 
$1 = {A E C: - r t<argA<-½7t} ,  
I <argA<½tt}, S2={AEC:  -gtt  
S3 = {A cC:  ½rc<argA <Tt}. 
A steepest descent path of the cubic function 
F(u,A) --- lu3 - AZ(c~)u -k- B 
passin9 through the saddle point u =A(c~) is of type Ai, i= 1,2,3, if A(~)E Si. 
Proof. We shall consider only the case i ~- 1; the other two cases can be proved in a similar manner. 
Let l~ and 12 be the two infinite lines u- - re  ~:~/3, t C ~. Set u=s + it and A(~)=0- + iv. The steepest 
(descent and ascent) pathes of F(u,A) which pass through the saddle point u = A(c~) are given by 
-gt13-(O'2 . . . . .  "/72 s2)t 20-rs -~(30-2r r3). (3.7) 
From (3.7), one can readily verify that the steepest paths cross each of the lines l~, 12 and the real 
axis at most once. (For instance, if we substitute t = x/~s in (3.7), we get a linear equation in s, 
which clearly has only one solution.) Let A(7) E S~, and let 7~ be the steepest descent path through 
u -- A(~). If 71 is of type A2 (see Fig. 12), then 71 crosses each of II and the real axis once. Let 
72 be the steepest ascent path passing through u =A(7). 72 may be of type B1,B2 or B3. If 72 is of 
type B1, then it crosses the real axis once. This contradicts the fact that ?~ and 72 together can cross 
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I 
17 
ii II 
iI S 
Fig. 13. Steepest descent paths in the u-plane, ~ E R1. 
the real axis at most once. If 72 is of type B2 or B3, then it must cross the line Ii once, which is 
also not possible. So 71 is not of type A2. By the same argument, one can prove that 71 is not of 
type A3. Therefore, 7~ must be of type A1. [] 
Let D be a neighborhood of ~ = i. We first consider the case ~EDARI. Under the mapping 
(3.6), ~ is mapped to a point A(~) E R1 C S1 (see Fig. 11 and Lemma 4) and -A(~) E $3. Hence by 
Lemma 4, the steepest descent paths F+ and F_ in Fig. 3 are mapped into the steepest descent paths 
of type A1 and A3, respectively; see Fig. 13 below. By Cauchy's theorem, we have from (3.1) and 
the equation following (2.21) 
I~(~) = ~ -r_ ho(u)exp (n +l)[~-A2(ct)u+B(ct) i du 
where the directions of the paths F+ and F are indicated by arrows in Fig. 13 and 
~_~ ~2- (u-A)(u+A) ho(u) = 9(~) = (1 + ~)2-a~(1 - (~)(~- -_~Z-~-_ - ) "  (3.9) 
From here on, the argument is quite standard, and can be found in, e.g., [13, pp. 378-382]. First 
we write 
ho(u) =/30 + 70u + [u 2 - A2(~)]q~o(U), (3.10) 
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from which it follows that 
1 
= + ho( 
and 
1 
70 - 2A(~) [ho(A(~)) - ho( - A(~))] (3.11) 
(n ~1) 2/3Afl{(n + 1)2/3A2(~)} 
(3.16) 
Since ~o~)(u) is analytic in u, the last integral is exactly of the same form as the original integral in 
(3.8). Hence the above procedure can be repeated. Define inductively, for m = 0, 1,2,..., 
hm(u)=flm'q-~mu-t-(u 2 -A2)(pm(U), hm+l(U)=(Ym(bl). (3.17) 
Then we obtain 
p_, ( _  1)s/3s 
I,(~) = -e  ("+')B(~) Ai{(n + 1)2/3A2(c~)} Z (n + 1) s+l/3 
s=0 
p-l ( -1 )% ] -Ai'{(n + 1)2/3A2(c0} ~ (n + 1) s+2/3 + cp(n, cc)j , (3.18) 
s=0 
apply an integration by parts. This yields 
i,(~1 = _e(,+l)B(~) [ fl0 (n + 1 ) I/3Ai{(n + 1 )2/3A2(c~)} 
' S  { 
2~i(n + 1) q};(u)exp (n 
ho(  u ) - - 7o"  
~o(U) = (3.12) 
U 2 - -  A2(00 
By inserting (3.11) into (3.12), we may rewrite ~o0(u) in the form 
ho(u)-ho(+A) ho(+A)-ho(q:A) (l q:A)" (3.13) 
~O0(U) = U2 __ A2 + 2(u2 _ A2 ) 
From (3.13), it is clear that {p0(u) has removable singularities at u = +A and consequently that it 
is analytic in the domain of ho(u). Substituting (3.10) in (3.8) and integrating term by term give 
I , (~) - - -e  {"+l)a(~) [(nfl])l/3Ai{(n+ 1)2/3A2(~)} 
7_o j Ai'{(n+ 1)2/3A2(~)} 
(n + 1 )2/3 
+2~lfr(U2-A2)q)o(u)exp{(n+l)(~-A2u)}du], (3.14) 
where Ai(.) denotes the Airy integral 
Ai(x) = ~i  exp -xu du, (3.15) 
being any contour which begins at ooe -i~/3 and ends at ooe i=/3. TO the integral in (3.14), we 
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where 
ep(n, e) - (n + 1 )p 2rfi 
From (3.17), it is easily seen that 
1 1 
~m = ~[hm(A(~)) + hm(-A(~))], 7m -- 2A(~)[hm(A(oO) - hm(-A(~))]. (3.20) 
The remainder ep(n, c~) can be estimated in a manner similar to that given in [3], and the result is 
Mp IAi{(n -Jr 1)2/3A2(~)}1-q- (n + 1)p+2/3 ]ep(n,~)] ~< (n + 1)p+,/3 Np IAfl{(n + 1)2/3A2(~)}[, (3.21) 
where Mp and Np are constants, independent of n and c~. Estimate (3.21) holds uniformly with 
respect o ~ E D N R~, as long as ~ stays away from the boundary curves F2 and F3 in Fig. 1. Thus, 
in particular, c~ may tend to i along any curve properly contained in R~. On account of (3.1 l) and 
(3.9), the two leading coefficients are given by 
1 / .2. A(c0 [ 1 + (2 1 1/2 
/~o---~ ~(1 +~+)2-a(1 -g+)~ L( i  - 
+~(1 + ~-)2-a(1 ~2-" A (~) [  V'~g + 1 (11-[-~2 ~ ~+)2 A(0[) 1 ] 1/2 ) - ) ~  , (3.22) 
{ 1 . A(~) 70 -- ~(1 + (+)z-a(1 - ( 2 ) ~  2A(~) I+C 1 ] ] - C)2A( ) J 
1/2 
llJ2 } 
-~(1 + ~-)2-a(1 - ~z - )~ (i--~T__)2A-(~) , (3.23) 
where the branches of the square roots are chosen so that 
arg +(1 -- ~2)2A(~) =2 arctank±(c 0 - arctan 
-ReA(~) [ReA(~)] 
(3.24) 
Next, we consider the case ~EDNRi,  i=2  and 3. Under the transformation (3.6), ~ is mapped 
into a point A(~)ER/cS2; see Fig. 11. Hence, by Lemma 4, the steepest descent path F+ in both 
Figs. 4 and 5 is mapped into the steepest descent path of type A2 in the u-plane. That is, we again 
obtain the integral given in (3.8). As a result, (3.18) and (3.21) also hold in this case. To summarize, 
we have the following result. 
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Theorem B. Let c~ = (n + 1 )z and D be a neighborhood of ~ = i. Then, for ~ C D, the 9eneralized 
Bessel polynomials have the uniform asymptotic expansion 
A P-' ( -  1)*fls 
y.(z;a) = -2a-'n!(2z)"e '/z+("+')8(=) i{(n + 1)2/3A2(~)} ~ '  (n + 1) s+'/3 
s=0 
p-1 (_l)S7 s ] 
-Ai '{(n + 1)2/3A2(e)} ~ (n + 1) s+2/3 + ep(n,e) , (3.25) 
,9=0 
where the remainder ep(n,~) satisfies the estimate (3.21). 
When ~ is bounded away from i, (n + 1)1/3A(~) becomes unbounded as n--* ec. By using the 
asymptotic expansions of the Airy function and its derivative (see [8, p. 392]), it can be shown that 
(3.25) reduces to (2.26) or (2.27), depending on whether ~ E R1 or e E R2 U R3. 
4. Asymptotics of the zeros 
We first recall the following two general properties of the zeros of the generalized Bessel poly- 
nomials. For a proof of these results, we refer to [5, p. 80; 4, Theorem 4.5]. 
Lemma 5. (a) All zeros of yn(Z; a) are simple. (b) For each real number a, there exists an integer 
no = no(a) such that all zeros of yn(Z; a) are in the open left half-plane for n >>. no. 
Since the coefficients of yn(z; a) are all real, the zeros of the generalized Bessel polynomials 
are located symmetrically with respect o the real axis. Hence we may, without loss of generality, 
* = (n + 1 )z*. consider only those zeros lying in the upper half plane. Let z* be such a zero, and let e,
From Theorem B, it follows that 
floAi{(n+ 1)2/3A2(~*)} (n~l) l /3-Ai '{(n+ 1)2/3A2(c~*)} +cl(n, oO=O. (4.1) 
If (n + 1 )2/3A2(~*) is bounded, then the second term in (4.1) is of smaller order of magnitude than 
the first. Hence, in view of (3.21), we have 
Ai{(n + 1 )2/3A2(0~n* )} = O(n -1/3 ). (4.2) 
which in turn implies that there exists a nonnegative integer s such that 
(n + 1)2/3 A2(~ *) =as + O(n-1/3), (4.3) 
where as is the sth negative zero of the Airy function. Since a, is negative, A(e*) must tend to the 
, negative imaginary axis (see Fig. 11), and the limit point of e, must belong to the curve C3 in 
Fig. 1. On the other hand, if (n + 1 )2/3A2(~*) is unbounded, then it can be shown that the expansion 
in (3.25) reduces to that in (2.26) or (2.27), depending on whether en ERI or en CR2; see the 
* does not belong to R2. remark following Theorem B. From expansion (2.27), it is clear that en 
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Hence, % E R1 and (2.26) gives 
e {n+')f{~+'=,*) [C~+) + O(n  -1 )1 - e{"+')/{¢-'='*) [CoC-) + O(n -1 )] = 0, 
or equivalently 
(n + 1 )[f(~+, a* ) - f (~_,  a* )] + log C°(+) o{_) + O(n -1 ) = 2krti, (4.4) 
where k is an integer. The last equation in turn yields 
Re{/(~+,a,*) - f (~_,a*)} =O(n-1),  as n-+cxz; (4.5) 
* tends to the curve C3 in Fig. 1. We have thus proved the following result. that is, % 
Lemma 6. The zeros of  the normalized Generalized Bessel polynomial y.(~/(n + 1 ); a) tend to the 
curve C3 in Fig 1, as n ~ oo. 
This result has already been given by de Bruin et al. [4, p. 8]. However, it should be pointed 
out that their result holds uniformly only on compact subsets of C\{~: 0~ = i(1 + ~), z > 0}, whereas 
our result holds uniformly in the whole upper half-plane. (See the statement following (1.16) in 
Section 1 and the qualifying phrase in Theorem 4.2 of [1].) 
* of yn(a/(n + l ); a) near ~ i, we To obtain a more accurate formula than (4.3) for the zeros % = 
note that from (3.4) and (2.10), we have 
A3(0Q = -3cp(0~)=(1 + i)(~ - i) 3/2 + O{(~ - i)2}. 
Hence 
A2(~) = (1 + i)2/3(~ - i) + O{(~ - i)3/2}. 
Inserting this into (4.3) gives 
(~* - i) + 0{(~* - i) 372} ~--(1 + i) -2/3 
from which it follows that 
, ~ as 
~ =i+ (Vf3- - i ) (n+l)2/3 +O 
(n + 1)2/3 -~- O 
(4.6) 
We conclude this paper by presenting a derivation of an asymptotic formula for the unique (neg- 
ative) real zero of yn(~/(n + 1 ); a), a formula which was first (incorrectly) conjectured by Luke [7, 
p. 194]. To this end, we return to (2.28) and obtain 
2 a-1 (2~' ]  n 
- -  n!  e (n+l)/= 
y,(~/(n + 1); a) - rti \ n~--1 J 
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+ 1 e(n+l)f+(.G,~) g(~+) ~ ] x/2(-f~(~+, 0~)) 1/2 -}- 0(n-3/2) 
(4.8) x/~(-f"((-,  ~X))I/2 Vn+l  j j  
Let 8,(a) denote the negative real zero of zn(~/(n + 1); a). For convenience, we shall simply write 
for 8~(a). Since f~(ff+, ~)= f+(ff_, ~), replacing ~ by ~ in (4.8) yields 
~(e(n+l)f_(~+,:O e(,+l)f+(¢+,~)) g(~+) V/ n 
v/2(- f"((+,~))'/2 n+l  
,,~ e(,+l)f(¢_,~) g(~_) , /  rt 
V~(-- f"(~_,~)) 1/2 Vn + 1" 
In view of (2.30) and (2.31), the last asymptotic equality can be written as 
exp{(n+l ) [  c~-~+18 1°g(2°72-2~~)]}  
1+(-8+~)2 }-1/2 
x cos[(n + 1)nil1 -~- (--8"-~- ~) ]  2-a 2 [1 - ( -~+ V'~+ 1)2] 2 
~exp{(n+l ) [8+ v'~+l~ log(_2cTx/~-~+l_282)]} 
1 "+ (--8 -- ~)2  }--1/2 
x [1 + ( -8 -  v~-Y+ 1)2] 2-a 2 [f _-- (----~- ~+~-~]  2 • 
Taking logarithm on both sides leads to 
(n+ 1){ 2v/~ + 1 v '~+ 1 -~} 8 + log ~+ 1 ~ + (2 - a) log 1 - 07- v /~ + 1 
1-8+v '~+l  
1 1 82 + 1 - 8v'~T+ 1 8+v~+l  
+~ og 82 + 1 + 8 ~  + log 8 - ~ ~  ~ - log[cos(n + 1)x]. (4.9) 
Note that the quantities inside the first three logarithms in (4.9) are all real, and that the right-hand 
side vanishes when n is an odd integer. Thus, taking real parts, we have 
8 +l°g v~+ 1 + ~ 1 -8+~+1 
1 072 + 1 - 8v~ + 1 
+~ log 82 + 1 + 8x /~ +----]- + log (4.10) 
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To derive the result given by de Bruin et al. [4, p. 9], we rewrite (4.10) in such a way that the 
resulting equation is expressed in terms of 1/cT. Furthermore, we set 
1 1 
- -  - ?+w(n) ,  (4.11) 
o7 -- cTn(a) 
where P is a negative real number and w(n)= o(1) as n ~ c~. In terms of ~ and w, (4.10) gives 
{ [_2x/1 + t: 2 2~ ] [ v/1 +72+ 1 2 ]}  
~/1 + 1~2 W "~- log x/1 + p--2 -- 1 ~ lx/]--T-~ w 
1 { x/1 +~2+~-  1 1 1 +P2+v/ I  +P 2 x/~+P2-- 1 } 
+ (2 - a)log - + log 
n+l  r-l-  5 1+ 2- 
(n+l) +O =0. (4.12) 
Comparing the O(1 )-terms, we obtain 
x/1 +p2+ 1 -0 ,  
-2x / i  + 72 + log x/1 +/~2 - - 1 
i.e., ? is a solution to the equation 
+Pe ~'/i~ = 1 + x/1 + H. (4.13) 
If we take ' - '  sign in (4.13), then this equation has only one negative root ?=-0.662743.. . .  
Comparing terms in (4.12) of the next highest order of magnitude gives w(n)=O(1/n  + 1). More 
precisely, we have 
? / -2P 1 (v/1 .~_ ?~2 .~_ 1 )2 
w(n) = 2 ~  ~,(2 - a)l°g (p_ 1 _ x/1 + p2)2 + ~ l°g /~2 
+lOg( l+~)2  n - -~+O (n+l )2  . (4.14) 
Each of the logarithmic terms in (4.14) can be simplified by using (4.13). For instance, the second 
log term in (4.14) is equal to v/] -+ ~2, and the third log term is equal to -2v/1 + p2. As to the first 
log term, we also have from (4.13) 
(2 - a) log(-2~) =(2 - a)[log 2(1 + x/l- + ?2) _ x/1 + ?~2]. 
Thus, by letting 
1 
~(2-a)P  log(~+ v/1 +P2)+(a -  3)?~, (4.15) 
R(P,a) = ~ L ) 
(4.14) can be written as 
1 { 1 } (4.16) w(n)=K(P,a)n--- ~ +O (n + 1) 2 " 
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In (4.15), we have made use of the identity 
(;+ x/1 +?2)(?_ 1 - ¢1 +/~2)2 =2(1  + x/1 +;2).  
Inserting (4.16) into (4.11) yields 
1 =?+R(? ,a )n_~+ 0 { 1 } (4.17) 
cTn(a) (n + 1)2 ' 
which is of course in complete agreement with the result (Theorem 7.3) in [4]. 
Let £ , (a)= ~n(a)/(n + 1). Then in(a) is the unique negative real zero of yn(z;a). With ? 
- -0.662743, we have from (4.17) 
- 2n? - 1.006290a + 1.349836 + O (4.18) £.(a) 
which is almost what Luke [7, p. 194] had incorrectly conjectured 
•(a) ~ -2[1.32548n + (a - 1) - 1/r~] -~ (4.19) 
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